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LIMITED OFFICIAL USE SECTION 01 OF 03 BOGOTA 02998

THE FOLLOWING SENT ACTION TO DEA WASHDC, DEA NEW YORK, INFO
TO DEA EPIC EL PASO, MIAMI, ATLANTA, LOS ANGELES AND AMBASSAY
MEXICO ON 2/23/93 IS BEING REPEATED FOR YOUR INFO.
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DEA HQS FOR AD, AO, OF, OFL, OK, NK,
NPSS, NKOC, NKOC, NEW YORK
MIAMI FOR GE, 3
ATLANTA FOR
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POST FOR DEA ATT

E.O. 12356: N/A
TAGS: SNAR, CO
SUBJECT: GPZE-92-800
OPERATION ENVIGADO
CCX: ZE-89-0007
PABLO ESCOBAR-GAVIRIA
(TKO 558)

1. DURING THE WEEK OF 16 FEBRUARY 1993, INFORMATION WAS
MADE PUBLIC REGARDING A NEWLY EMERGED PARAMILITARY
MEDELLIN GROUP CALLING THEMSELVES "COLOMBIA LIBRE" (FREE
2. THE NEW GROUP CLAIMS TO BE COMPRISED OF APPROXIMATELY 150 MEMBERS, A REPRESENTATIVE NUMBER OF WHOM WERE PICTURED IN A RECENT NEWS MAGAZINE WEARING SKI MASKS AND CARRYING MACHINEGUNS. THE GROUP FURTHER CLAIMS TO BE MADE UP OF "LAWYERS, ACCOUNTANTS AND A NUMBER OF INTELLIGENCE EXPERTS."

3. REPORTEDLY, THEIR SOLE OBJECTIVE IS TO FIGHT AGAINST THE TERRORISM, ASSASSINATIONS AND TORTURES ORDERED BY PABLO ESCOBAR, RESULTING, HOPEFULLY, IN HIS EVENTUAL CAPTURE. THEIR FUNCTION IS TO EMPLOY AND PAY INFORMANTS FOR INFORMATION IN CONNECTION WITH THE WHEREABOUTS OF ESCOBAR AND HIS COHORTS. THEY STATE THAT THEY "COOPERATE FULLY WITH GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS" AND ADVISED THAT THEY HAVE BEEN INVOLVED IN AT LEAST FORTY (40) OPERATIONS IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE POLICE IN THEIR SEARCH FOR ESCOBAR. AT FIRST, THE GROUP ACCEPTED LIMITED OFFICIAL USE.


5. THE MEMBERS DISTINGUISH THEMSELVES AS BEING DIFFERENT FROM THE "LOS PEPES" GROUP IN THAT THEY CLAIM TO BE NON-VIOLENT. THEY DO NOT "UTILIZE BOMBS AS "LOS
PEPES". THEIR PLAN IS TO PENETRATE THE ESCOBAR ORGANIZATION THROUGH INTELLIGENCE METHODS AND NOT THROUGH THE USE OF VIOLENT ACTS. THE COLOMBIA LIBRE GROUP STATES THAT THEY COULD WORK WITH "LOS PEPES", HOWEVER, THEIR VIOLENT TACTICS WOULD HAVE TO BE MODIFIED. THE COMMONALITY FOR THE EXISTENCE OF BOTH GROUPS IS THAT THEY BOTH WANT ESCOBAR "OFF THE FACE OF LIMITED OFFICIAL USE THE EARTH."

6. ACCORDING TO INTELLIGENCE GATHERED BY COLOMBIA LIBRE, SOME INDIVIDUALS HAVE RECENTLY PAID ESCOBAR FIVE (5) AND SEVEN (7) MILLION DOLLARS TO HAVE KIDNAP VICTIMS RELEASED BY HIM. THIS CONTINUES TO BE ONE OF ESCOBAR'S MOST LUCRATIVE FORMS OF RAISING FUNDS. COLOMBIA LIBRE INTELLIGENCE ALSO REVEALS THAT ESCOBAR PAID APPROXIMATELY TEN (10) MILLION DOLLARS ALONE IN THE MONTH OF JANUARY OF THIS YEAR FOR HIS OWN TERRORIST ACTIVITIES.

7. OTHER INFORMATION PROVIDED BY COLOMBIA LIBRE STATES THAT ESCOBAR HAS NEVER BEEN IN THE HABIT OF CONSULTING WITH OTHERS WHEN KEY DECISIONS WERE MADE.
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ACTION INM-02

INFO LOG-00 ACDA-17 AID-01 AMAD-01 ARA-01 CG-00 CIME-00
C-01 DEA-00 QASY-00 OIGO-01 FBIE-00 INR-00 IO-19
JUSE-00 L-03 ADS-00 NSAE-00 OIC-02 OMB-01 PM-02
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DIA WASHDC

Current Class: LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
ESCobar has repeatedly stated to his associates, that "you are either for me or against me." Disagreement with Escobar was never considered a healthy path to take and resulted, in the majority of instances, in death. Escobar has continued to wage war on the limited official use

Limited official use

Page 02 BOGOTA 02998 02 OF 03 241841Z Police as he felt that the human rights of his people were being violated and that he, Escobar, was locked on (and looked upon himself) as a modern day Robin Hood. That public feeling changed noticeably when the Avianca bombing occurred on 27 November 1989 and over one-hundred passengers and crew perished. The incident was almost immediately attributed to Escobar.

8. The group further states that

coordinated the escape of Escobar and others from Envigado Prison in July 1992. Escobar reportedly communicated

Escobar initially fled to a finca (ranch), La Romelia, and then waited in a caleta (hiding place) until the initial search parties vacated the area and the commotion of his escape had somewhat subsided. Then Escobar moved to Llanogrande, close to Rionegro and commenced his clandestine/fugitive life.

9. The Colombia Libre Group advised that it was their current class: limited official use
TWO-HUNDRED MILLION PESOS (APPROXIMATELY 275,000 DOLLARS) WHICH WAS PAID TO THE INDIVIDUAL WHO TURNED IN BRANCE MUNOZ-MOSQUERA AKA "TYSON" WHO WAS KILLED IN A GUNFIGHT WITH THE COLOMBIAN NATIONAL POLICE ON 28 LIMITED OFFICIAL USE

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE

PAGE 03 BOGOTA 02998 02 OF 03 241841Z OCTOBER 1992. ACCORDING TO THE GROUP, THE SAME REWARD HAS BEEN OFFERED FOR AND OTHERS WHO ARE CLOSE TO ESCOBAR. REPORTEDLY, THE GROUP HAS OFFERED FIVE (5) MILLION DOLLARS REWARD FOR INFORMATION LEADING TO ESCOBAR'S ULTIMATE CAPTURE.

10. COLOMBIA LIBRE GROUP STILL BELIEVES THAT ESCOBAR IS STILL STRONG AND REMAINS IN THE ANTIOQUIA, COLOMBIA AREA, AS THAT IS THE REGION THAT SPELLS HOME AND SECURITY FOR HIM. THE GROUP FEELS THAT THE INFORMATION THAT HAS BEEN GIVEN OUT THAT ESCOBAR IS IN OTHER PARTS OF THE WORLD IS DISINFORMATION PROVIDED BY ESCOBAR HIMSELF TO THROW AUTHORITIES OFF THE TRACK.

11. THE COLOMBIA LIBRE ORGANIZATION ADVISED THAT WHEN ESCOBAR IS CAPTURED, THEIR GROUP WILL IMMEDIATELY TURN IN ALL WEAPONS TO THE PROPER AUTHORITIES. ALSO THEY ADVISED THAT THEIR ORGANIZATION WILL BE DISSOLVED BECAUSE THE REASON FOR ITS EXISTENCE WILL NO LONGER BE REQUIRED.

COMMENT: IN BRIEF, THE COLOMBIA LIBRE GROUP DOES NOT COMMAND A GREAT DEAL OF CREDIBILITY AT THIS TIME. TO DEA'S KNOWLEDGE, NO COLOMBIA LIBRE PARTICIPANTS HAVE COOPERATED AND PARTICIPATED WITH THE AUTHORITIES IN THEIR RAIDS ON POTENTIAL ESCOBAR TARGETS. NOR DID THE DEMISE OF TYSON RESULT FROM COLOMBIA LIBRE INTELLIGENCE. IN THE WORDS OF A HIGHLY PLACED GOC OFFICIAL WHO IS IN A POSITION TO KNOW - "COLOMBIA LIBRE DOESN'T EXIST." THE BCO IS RESERVING JUDGEMENT FOR THE LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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INDEXING SECTION:
1. "COLOMBIA LIBRE", NADDIS PENDING.